WELCOME TO TOUGHBOOK

TOUGHBOOK

The rugged original, the market leader*
Panasonic TOUGHBOOK has never been just another player
in the rugged computing market. It defined the market.
For 20 years and more, TOUGHBOOK has been redefining the
possibilities of access to data and applications in the most
challenging of environments. Creating new opportunities for
mobile working. And helping to transform the productivity
of businesses the world over.

*Rugged Notebook and Tablet according to VDC market research 2019

DIFFERENT
IS IN OUR DNA
We believe in helping businesses across Europe to
be better. To be able to do more. To be able to work
in ways that were previously impossible. To be able
to offer better service. To be more productive.
And to do that, we believe in being different. Different from other mobile technology
manufacturers. More in tune with what users need. More specialised in matching
their requirements to our technology.
Starting from the moment of conception, everything we do is about being better,
more expert, more fit-for-purpose than anything else in the market.
Like the people who use our technology: ‘Different is in our DNA’.

HANDHELDS
TOUGHBOOK T1
5" fully rugged
Android handheld

TOUGHBOOK N1
4.7" fully rugged
Android handheld

THE NEXT MODEL
IN OUR LINE UP?

YOURS.

TABLETS

Every job requires a different task,
and every task has different needs.

TOUGHBOOK G1
10.1" fully rugged
Windows tablet

TOUGHBOOK M1
7" fully rugged
Windows tablet

TOUGHBOOK L1
7" fully rugged
Android tablet

TOUGHBOOK 20
10.1" fully rugged 2-in-1
detachable notebook

TOUGHBOOK 33
12" fully rugged 2-in-1
detachable notebook

TOUGHBOOK XZ6
12" business rugged 2-in-1
detachable notebook

We are a core manufacturer with our own factory facilities
in Asia, offering the biggest and best form factor lineup of
all rugged computer manufacturers. Our devices are the
perfect fit for all high-demanding industries.

2-IN-1S

NOTEBOOKS
TOUGHBOOK 55
14" semi rugged
clamshell notebook

TOUGHBOOK 54
14" semi rugged
clamshell notebook

Qualcomm® MSM8909 processor: TOUGHBOOK L1
Qualcomm® SDM660-2 processor: TOUGHBOOK N1
Qualcomm® MSM8909 processor: TOUGHBOOK T1
Intel® Celeron® N4100 processor: TOUGHBOOK M1 Value

Intel® Core™ i5-7Y57 vPro™ processor: TOUGHBOOK 20,
TOUGHBOOK M1 Standard
Intel® Core™ i5-7300U vPro™ processor: TOUGHBOOK 54,
TOUGHBOOK 33, TOUGHBOOK XZ6, TOUGHBOOK G1
Intel® Core™ i5-8365U vPro™ processor: TOUGHBOOK 55

ACCESS

ALL INDUSTRIES

Our greatest success is measured in the quality
of businesses we can count as customers. Many
of the world’s most successful, influential and
groundbreaking organisations rely on us for their
mobile solutions, and have done for many years.
Recognising and appreciating their loyalty, we’re constantly
motivated to learn and improve, continuously refining and
enhancing our technology and services.
As a result, you’ll find TOUGHBOOK hard at work across
the global commercial landscape.

BY SPECIALISTS.
FOR SPECIALISTS.
As the world’s #1 patent for the past three
decades*, Panasonic can call on the expertise
of one of the most formidable R&D teams on
the planet. Alongside them, our specialist
engineers design and build every part of
a TOUGHBOOK. So each form, feature and
function is created specifically for purpose.
Since our earliest days, we’ve embodied an
ethos of ‘voice of the customer’, listening
to what you want before delivering truly
breakthrough technology in many areas.

RUGGED TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY

PAYMENT TECHNOLOGY

SCREEN TECHNOLOGY

WEIGHT TECHNOLOGY

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

*World Intellectual Property Indicators Report, 2015

MAXIMISING THE
POWER OF TOUGHBOOK

FOR SEAMLESS REMOTE
MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
ANDROID DEVICES

Our ProServices combine the proven durability of
TOUGHBOOK with our world-class customisation,
engineering and after-sales support to create the
ultimate tool for your business.

Android. It’s smart. And it’s getting smarter.
In fact, it’s been the best-selling operating
system for tablets since 2013.

ENGINEER

CUSTOMISE

You could say it’s big business for businesses.

• Solution consultancy and design
• Bespoke in-house engineering

• Customised branding and
kitting solutions

• Third party product and software
integration and certification

• Custom BIOS and Image creation
and deployment services

But not all Android is created equal. And that’s why Panasonic has
developed its cutting-edge COMPlete Android Solutions and Security
portfolio – COMPASS.

• Vehicle integration and
safety testing

• Rapid application development

SUPPORT

PROTECT

• Unmatched global service

• 96-hour total turnaround time for
in-warranty repairs as standard*

• End-to-end deployment,
tailored to your business
• Multilingual helpdesk
• Training on products and
solutions from the experts

• A unique, interest-free finance**,
monthly payment solution for
TOUGHBOOK, meaning you can
access the latest rugged tech,
services and solutions without
the large upfront costs

Consisting of 5 elements: COMPASS Custom; COMPASS Air;
COMPASS Manager; COMPASS for Work and COMPASS Security;
it provides essential Android-specific tools and services to help
businesses increase workforce productivity and manage their
fleet of mobile devices securely and efficiently.

• Optional 24-hour Rapid
Replacement Service**
• Additional warranty options available
including Extended Standard
Warranty and Accidental Damage
Warranty on devices and docks,
and a Smart Battery Warranty
• TOUGHBOOK Smart Service
real-time device analytics software

*Best-effort endeavour with 96% success
**Subject to commercial terms and restrictions

BIG
PERFORMANCE,
SMALL FOOTPRINT

You might be forgiven for thinking that fully rugged, heavy-duty
devices can only be harmful to the planet. In fact, the opposite is true.
•	All TOUGHBOOK devices are either gold- or silver-rated
by EPEAT for environmental performance.
•	Low power consumption, exchangeable batteries and exceptionally
long lifecycles mean a reduction in waste disposal.

THINK LONG-TERM.
NOT SHORT-CHANGED.
When it comes to investing in tablets and mobile PCs for business,
some people are tempted to choose non-specialist, ‘consumer’
devices. Unfortunately, a small price tag doesn’t equal a better
return on investment.
With a rugged device, like a Panasonic TOUGHBOOK, the initial
outlay might be higher than you’d find with a non-specialist machine.
But their world-renowned reliability and durability mean much longer
lifecycles and significantly lower ongoing costs. So your TCO soon
drops and your ROI heads skywards.
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For more information please visit
www.toughbook.eu

Panasonic and TOUGHBOOK are brand names and registered trademarks of Panasonic Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core, Intel vPro,
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are registered trademarks of Microsoft® Corporation of the United States and/or other countries. All other brand names shown are the registered
trademarks of the relevant companies. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. All rights reserved.
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